UNCLASSIFIED

1. INTRO
You are now entering a United States enemy prisoner of war/civilian internnee camp. No harm will come to you as long as you follow instructions and obey the camp rules. You are about to be searched. You will receive further instructions after you are searched.

2. WAITING AREA
Attention detainees: To ensure your safe and timely in processing it is essential for you to follow all instructions.
- Remain seated with your feet crossed, head lowered, and your hands on your head.
- Remain calm.
- Be patient.
- You are going to be searched, some personal information will be collected, and your personal property will be inventoried and secured.
- You will be issued an identification bracelet.
- You must not remove or alter it in any manner.
- This is a temporary holding area.
- You stay will be brief.
- You will be moved to a more established facility soon for further review and possible eventual release.

3. CAMP RULES
- All orders from the guards must be followed immediately.
- Do not touch any of the guards at any time.
- Do not touch the barbwire.
- If you climb over the barbwire, and attempt to escape, you will be shot.
- No yelling.
- No fighting.
- No hand signals or other non-verbal communication allowed.
- Nothing may be passed between cages.
- Save your empty water bottles so you can exchange them for more water.
- All trash will be placed in the bag provided with the meal.
- You must only use the trench as a latrine.

4. ALERT/ALARM INSTRUCTIONS
Attention detainees:
When you hear the following alarm... (Whistle) you must immediately lie down on your stomach and remain still. Any one who fails to follow these instructions will be considered a threat towards the safety of others and will be dealt with accordingly. You must remain on your stomach and still, until a soldier gives you permission to rise.
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5. FAILURE TO COMPLY
Attention detainees: Failure to follow all holding area rules or disobeying orders from coalition forces may result in the following:
- Your placement in an isolation holding area.
- A notation in your records of non-compliance and an upgrading of your risk status, which may result in a longer period of detention.
- The use of the amount of force and the application of restraints is deemed necessary by coalition forces to maintain the security, safety and the good order of this holding area.
- Any attempt to escape or uprising will result in the use of deadly force by coalition soldiers.
- Physical contact with any coalition soldier is prohibited at all times.
- Follow all holding area rules and obey all orders from coalition forces and you will not be harmed.

6. PROTECTIVE CUSTODY
Attention detainees:
Anyone who fears that their life is in danger or that they might be harmed by other detainees will report that fact to any of the U.S. Army personnel. From that time on, the camp command will take measures to insure the detainee's safety by segregation, transfer, or other means. Detainees who harm or attempt to harm other detainees will be punished.

7. HYDRATION
Attention Detainees: For your continued good health, it is important for you to drink lots of water. High temperatures make you susceptible to dehydration and heat related injuries.

8. MEALS @ 9
Attention Detainees: Meals are served at 9:00 am every day. To receive your meal, all trash from the previous meal must be collected for disposal. At 9:00 am after all trash has been disposed of, you will be given your meal.

9. NO HAND SIGNALS
Attention detainees: Hand signals and other non-verbal communications are prohibited.

10. ESCORT
Attention detainees:
When being escorted within the holding area, it is essential that you follow all instructions given to you by the coalition soldiers. Coalition forces will not hesitate to defend themselves and each other. For your own safety, follow all instructions and directions given by the coalition soldiers in the holding area.
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11. NO FIRES
Attention detainees:
Fires within the holding area are prohibited. Failure to follow this guideline will result in being restrained by coalition forces.

12. FENCE LINE
Attention detainees: You must stay at least one meter away from the fence line at all times. Do not touch or place anything on the barbwire fence. Failure to follow these instructions will result in disciplinary action.

13. HALT
Attention detainees:
The English words “Stop” and “Halt” mean “Kiff” in Arabic. You must immediately halt when a coalition soldier uses the English or Arabic command. Failure to do so may result in disciplinary action up to and including the use of force. “Stop” and “Halt” mean “Kiff.”

14. TWO METERS
Attention detainees: Only one person at a time may approach the gate. All others must stay at least two meters away.

15. LATRINE USE
Attention detainees: In order to maintain sanitary conditions within the holding area you must use the trenches in each containment area as a latrine site. After use, cover your waste material with a small amount of lime. Then put a layer of dirt over the lime to help minimize odor and the presence of insects.

16. PREPARATION FOR TRANSPORT
Attention detainees: You are being moved from this holding area to a more established facility. The facility you are being moved to should be better prepared to deal with your individual needs. It is important for you to follow all instructions to ensure that your transport proceeds quickly and safely.
- Be patient.
- Be calm.
- Follow all instructions.

17. RELEASE
Attention detainees: You are being released. Thank you for your patience and cooperation. Please follow all instructions given by Coalition Forces.

18. * LATRINE
Attention Detainees, Please do not use the old latrines in your enclosures. You will go to new latrines in groups of ten people. Notify your guard when you need to use the latrine.
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19. WRISTBANDS
All detainees must keep tags and wristband on. The guards can’t identify who you are without these items and it will be harder to release you.

20. SPOON MESSAGE
You will be issued a spoon with your meal. Your spoon will be accounted for so please turn in your spoon with your trash when asked by the guard.

21. FOUR BOTTLES
You are required to drink 4 - 1.5 liters of water and eat one humanitarian meal each day to avoid becoming a heat casualty. You will be here a short time relative to your life; you must stay strong to help rebuild Iraq. Do not endanger your life by not eating properly.

22. HEAD COUNT
Attention: The Guards are going to conduct a count of all prisoners. Move to your tents and sit in rows until told to move. No water or trash runs will be done until count is completed. DO not disobey this order or force will be used against you. Thank you for your cooperation.
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